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Introduction 

Problem Definition 

 Airfoil testing at the University of Idaho is a process that requires high need for operator 

intervention when it comes to set up and testing within the university wind tunnel. The stand that airfoils 

are mounted to is antiquated and has failing electronics. Angle of the airfoil must be adjusted manually 

with the accuracy not being as precise as laboratory experimenters need it to be. The HotWings team 

designed and manufactured an airfoil testing apparatus to fix these issues through rudimentary 

automation. Using National Instruments LabVIEW software to adjust the angle of attack as well as gather 

force data from a load cell. 
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Figure 1. Current stand that is being used to hold and test airfoils in the wind tunnel. 

 Figure 2. Current data acquisition system that outputs lift force, drag force, pitching moment, velocity, and angle 
data. 

Project Objectives 

 A multitude of objectives was given to the HotWings team at the beginning of the project. With 

Some being of higher priority than others. The team decided to split up these objectives into primary and 

secondary objectives. With primary being absolute necessities to fully completing the project. And 
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secondary being not project critical, but rather objectives that would be highly beneficial to get done. 

Primary objectives are as follows: 

1. Operate a stepper motor at 0.1° increments. 

2. Design and manufacture airfoil. 

3. Design and manufacture a modular stand with load cell placement as a primary consideration. 

Secondary objectives are as follows: 

1. Physically integrate load cell into the system. 

2. Create a stand assembly process diagram for users. 

3. Use load cell to achieve lift, drag, and zero angle of attack. 

The HotWings team nearly hit all of the primary objectives and nearly all of the secondary objectives as 

the rest of the report will outline. 

Design Requirements 

 Design requirements for this project were decided on and set from the first client interaction and 

changed slightly throughout June following subsequent client interaction and better understanding of 

client needs. Both the Primary and secondary objectives along with the design requirements document 

reflect the same goals to have uniformity within the project.  

Functionality Requirements 

Functional requirements are the ability for the system and user to operate practically within 

reasonable means. The operator shall not be required to push, lift, or carry any more than 50 lbf to move 

the apparatus. The operator shall be able to assemble/disassemble the apparatus under two hours.  
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The system should be capable of moving an airfoil at 0.1° increments. While also being designed 

to be updated in the future to automatically aligning the airfoil to a zero angle of attack. User should be 

able to simply change the angle of the motor through code. Standard tools that can be found in any 

hardware store shall be used to assemble/disassemble any part of the design. 

Mechanical Requirements 

Mechanical requirements encompass the ability of the system to handle static load, dynamic load, 

weight, and fit within certain spacing. The stand shall be able to carry a static load of at least 100 lbf 

while weight no more than 50 lbm while being able to stand on its own unaided. 8020 aluminum 

extrusions are to be used as the main stand material and are mounted together using brackets supplied 

from the client. The stand will fit within a 21”x21”x39” volume in order to fit within the wind tunnel test 

section. Mounting for the airfoil will be in the vertical position with the airfoil having an appropriately 

sized rod to connect itself to the system.  

Electrical Requirements 

Electrical requirements detail power needs of the system during operational use. During 

operation, the voltage of the encoder shall remain above 30V and below 80V with amperage remaining 

below 8.2A. The stepper motor shall remain below 2.6V and 6A. Both the motor and supporting 

electronics will be able to run off of a single power supply. 

Software Requirements 

Software requirements describe the ability of the software to perform during operation. Through 

the use of National Instruments LabVIEW software the motor will be able to move the airfoil 0.1°. 

Additionally, the system will be capable of being updated in the future to find zero angle of attack as well 
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as drag, lift, and pitching moment forces. The interface for the LabVIEW code will be easily controlled 

by the user. 

Design Description 
System Description 
The complete system that the HotWings capstone team delivered to our client met the product 

requirements as well as hitting all of the primary objectives and all of the secondary objectives but the last 

one.  

Figure 3. Full system delivered by HotWings capstone team sitting in university wind tunnel. 
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Detailed Mechanical Description 

Stand Subassembly 

Figures 4 & 5. The left figure (4) shows the final stand that was built. The right figure (5) shows a side view of the 
stand that emphasizes the upper sliding mechanism. 

Figure 4 shows the full stand has a wooden shelf built into the middle in order to consolidate 

electronics close to the motor. The exact amount of weight this shelf is able to support is unknown, 

however it is robust and can easily support the electronics that are needed to support motor operations. 

Figure 5 features the uppermost bar as a key design feature. This bar is where the motor, and subsequently 

the airfoil, is mounted. The bar is connected to the vertical members of the stand via one 2x2-8020 

aluminum slider on either side. These sliders are specifically made to go onto the 8020 extrusions that the 
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stand is mainly comprised of. The height of the bar on the slider is adjustable through the use of the 

sliders which allows the stand to be modular. The sliders can be fixed in place with the 1⁄4-20 screws that 

fit the aluminum extrusions together. 

Figures 6 & 7. The left figure (6) shows a bottom corner of the stand where an adjustable leveling foot is alongside a 
floor mounting bracket. The right figure (7) is a side view of this. 

Figure 6 and 7 show different views of the mounting and leveling feet on one of the bottom 

corners of the stand. These parts are present on all four corners of the stand as they are seen in these 

images. The stand motor can be leveled using the leveling feet at the bottom of the stand and during 

testing, the stand will remain completely stationary if the mounting feet are utilized. The mounting feet 

can be bolted into the floor beneath the wind tunnel test section which will make the stand resistant to any 

type of moment force that would want to turn or move the stand during testing. 
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Motor Subassembly 

Figures 8 & 9. The left figure (8) shows the final motor assembly that was built for the project. The right figure (9) 
shows a side view of this. 

The motor subassembly sits atop the crossbar that can be seen in figures 4 and 5. The bottom 

most part of this subassembly is another 8020 aluminum  2x2 slider. This slider allows for the motor to be 

correctly situated on the stand and in the wind tunnel test section so no parts of the system touch the 

section walls.  
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Figure 10. Exploded view of bottom portion of motor subassembly. 

A connector plate was made of aluminum and needed to be manufactured in order to attach the 

motor to the 2x2  slider that sits atop the crossbar of figures 4 and 5. The plate is attached to the slider via 

the same  1⁄4-20 screws that hold together the stand. The base of the motor had to have four holes drilled 

in order to connect the motor to the plate.  
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Figures 11 & 12.Connector plates can be utilized with or without load cell integrated. 

The plates shown in figures 11 and 12 were designed to be able to hold a load cell or operate 

without a load cell. The load cell shown in Figure 11 is an ATI Gamma Load cell. The bottom plate is 

keyed into the motor shaft and secured with a set screw. The bottom plate also features tapped holes to 

allow the top plate to connect to it .  

Both plates are made of aluminum and were designed to specifically hold the ATI Gamma load 

cell. If another load cell was to be implemented within the system a redesign of these plates may be 

required to accommodate for the new load cell, see appendix A for drawing sheets of the plates.  

Airfoil Creation 

Figure 13. Airfoil Drawing 

The airfoil choices for this project were between the NACA 0009 and the NACA 0021. The 

numbers correspond to the relative percent thickness of the airfoil. To make sure and cover all the bases 

for the design, the NACA 0009 was chosen since it was the thinnest option and our design would, 

therefore, satisfy whatever would be needed for an airfoil of a higher percent thickness. 

To design the airfoil in SOLIDWORKS, the Selig format dat file was needed. This was obtained 

from the NACA website and contained the coordinates that could be converted to a text file and uploaded 

into the SOLIDWORKS software to create the drawing seen in figure 6.  After the drawing is made it’s as 

simple as extruding the part to the proper dimensions. In order for the airfoil to be considered a 

theoretically infinite wing we needed it to be within ⅛ in from the top and bottom of the wind tunnel test 
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section. With our test section being 18in x 18in we went with an airfoil height of 17-13/16 in. Another 

stipulation in regards to the airfoil size comes in relation to the chord length. As a rule for testing airfoils, 

the projected airfoil area could not exceed 10% of the testing area at any given time. With the test section 

area being 324in2 and our max angle of attack being 18° the following equations governed our chord 

length. 

                                     Equation 1 17.8125(in) .1 24(in )x *  =  * 3 2  

                                                                                    Equation 2l sin(18°) xC =   

In the above equations, x is equal to the maximum length that the airfoil can be to contribute to 

the overall projected area at the max angle of attack. Once that number was found to be 1.8in, we could 

then use equation 2 to solve for the chord length using the proper trigonometric relationship. 

Airfoil Creation 

Once the height and chord length were determined, the task of how to manufacture such a precise 

geometric shape needed to be determined. Initially, machining the part with the CNC machine at the 

University seemed like it would be a viable option. Once that plan was deemed impossible by the shop 

manager, a different route needed to be considered. Ultimately, the decision to 3-D print the airfoil as a 

means of validation for our system became unanimous amongst the team members. Since the printer can 

only print parts at a specific maximum height, the airfoil needed to be pieced together in 4 parts. Figure 

14 shows how the individual parts were designed to fit together with hopes of minimizing the offset of the 

leading and trailing edges and Figure 15 shows the airfoil as a full assembly. 
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Figure 14 & 15. Connecting the airfoil together (14) and full Airfoil Assembly (15) 

The airfoil is simply a prototype used for validation of the stand design. Later in the report, in the 

recommendations portion, there are some suggestions for taking this airfoil from the prototype phase to 

the final phase. The need to eliminate the seams and make the airfoil look as if it was one piece was a 

problem that the team did consider. A black plastic weld for seam connection and a smooth-on XTC-3D 

coating for surface finish were tested, however, with time constraints, they were not able to be 

implemented into the final prototype. 

Detailed Electrical Design 
For hardware a NEMA 34 Stepper Motor to control the airfoil’s angle with a KL-8082H Hybrid 

Servo Drive to control it. This motor and driver allows for digital control of angle of attack through 

software along with a built in encoder for angle reading in our LabView software.  
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Figure 16. NEMA 34 Motor and KL-8082H Driver 

The other benefit of this motor is a relatively high holding torque to prevent movement from the air 

stream that is not desired. The driver connects the encoder, direction, and pulse channels to the data 

aquisition device through a breakout board. We used a NI PCIe DAQ with a breakout board for motor 

control and angle collection. This breakout board takes the PCIe DAQ channels and turns them into the 

physical connections we need to connect the driver to the DAQ. For force collection, we used an ATI 

FT06889 SI-130-10 load cell. This is a 6 axis load cell with high accuracy.  
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Figure 17. ATI FT06889 SI-130-10 load cell with transducer DAQ connector 

Through some initial testing using high precision masses in the Z-axis, we found it read 0.02N off 

of the force the high precision mass should be creating. This load cell connects to a transducer DAQ 

connector device that is included with the load cell. This device then plugs directly into the PCIe DAQ 

without the need for a breakout board. Finally, this DAQ plugs directly into our data collection 

computer’s PCI port that interfaces with LabView on the PC. Below is figure 18 showing the system we 

used to to do testing for the load cell data collection and motor movement.  

 

Figure 18. Block diagram of hardware connections  

Some important notes are that we used a BNC 2110 breakout board with a PCIe 6351 DAQ for 

motor control and load cell testing. This current system does not allow for simultaneous load cell data 

collection in tandem with motor movement and angle reading. These were used in combination with a 

computer in the fluids lab that is used by a graduate student and are not the long term hardware for this 

system in the future. Refer to the electronics section of recommendations for future hardware design and 

selection. Additionally, refer to appendix C for all data sheets and links for the hardware.  
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Detailed Software Description 
For our software we used LabView due to its ability to work well with NI DAQ devices as well as 

having built in components to make tasks such as reading the motor angle from the encoder much easier. 

The first task was to get motor movement using the LabView interface. A graduate student named 

Rodrigo who had worked on a very similar project with our client was a massive help as he had some 

LabView code that only needed to be slightly modified to work for the purposes of our project. The front 

panel of this code can be seen below in figure 19 with the full back panel available in the LabView folder. 

This file path can be found in appendix D.  

 

Figure 19. Motor movement front panel  

Some key points about this is that both the encoder and motor control pulse block need to 

interface with counter outputs from a DAQ. The reason for this is that counters have much higher 

precision and accuracy compared to other signaling. For the motor movement pulse term, the type, 
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amount, and timing of the pulsing can be modified based on need. This was adjusted to get the 0.1° 

accuracy for motor movement based on the amount of pulses it needs. The resolution for this can be 

further increased by adjusting the white tabs on the side of the motor driver up to 40,000 pulses per 

revolution. For the encoder, the A and B input that can be seen in the code come from the A and B 

encoder pins on the driver. These can be plugged into any PFI port on the breakout board as long as they 

match when it is selected in the LabView code. However, we were finding the angle readings to be fairly 

inaccurate and infrequent especially at lower angle changes. We are unsure if this was due to a wiring or 

software error and did not have the time to finalize its accuracy. Finally, the direction pin can be plugged 

into any digital port on the breakout board which can be selected in the direction block at the top of the 

back panel. For load cell data collection, a different LabView code was used that can be seen below in 

figure 20. The full code and back panel can be found in the file path found in appendix D.  
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Figure 20. Front panel of load cell code  

The load cell plugs directly into the PCIe DAQ and as seen in the LabView code it pulls the 

correct channels required for the Fx,Fy,Fz,Tx,Ty, and Tz force and moment readings. The code also pulls 

information from a text file named after the load cell. This text file contains a six by six calibration matrix 

provided by ATI. Although this gets the load cell reading accurately, the readings are not zeroed out and 

could be made more accurate. Both of these issues can be solved through a linear calibration. Getting to 

this step is as far as our team got due to time constraints but both motors movement, angle reading, and 

the load cells capability to read force were validated to be working. However, much more work needs to 
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be done in the future to make these as accurate as possible and to get the lift, drag, and moment forces 

along with then zero angle of attack. Additionally, the file path for the LabView codes can be found in 

Appendix D.  

Design Validation 
The main tool used in the design validation process was the design validation plan. The design 

validation plan (DVP) is a matrix of small and large requirements and corresponding tests used to achieve 

the design requirements.  

Figure 16. Example of DVP 

Figure 16 shows a small snapshot of the DVP used. Green indicates that the test passed, yellow 

indicates that the test passed but there was something that could be improved upon, and red indicates that 

the test failed. The DVP was constantly updated with new requirements and tests that were needed for 

new and different designs. It was also constantly updated by removing requirements and tests that were no 

longer needed for a failed design. The full DVP can be found in appendix B. Some of the tests were not 
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met in the DVP, this is due to the project running out of time, however, these tests are not primary 

objectives that were needed to complete the project. 

Conclusion and Recommendations 

 Lessons Learned 
The HotWings team was a team comprised of solely mechanical engineers and one of the main 

centerpieces of the design and system usability was the load cell. If engineering students in the future 

decide to change the load cell or modified the system in a way the move the position of the load cell it 

must be known that the load cell needs to be fixed. Fixed for a load cell means that the load cell can not 

be free moving in multiple axes. If a load cell is not fixed it will not properly sense data. 

A load cell needs to be fixed in order for it to have a reference frame for sensing forces that are 

input to it. In the HotWings design, see figure 11, it can be seen that the load cell is fixed to the bottom 

plate that is keyed onto the shaft of the stepper motor. During testing the load cell will be fixed in this 

reference frame and be allowed to collect force measurements. 

The current design has the load cell and airfoil directly atop each other and directly linked to the 

shaft of the motor. This allows for the whole motor system with load cell and airfoil integrated to be able 

to turn as essentially one unit. During the course of this project a design was heavily considered that used 

helical bevel gears to link the shaft of the motor to a rod that would subsequently turn the load cell and 

airfoil. During a design review this design was negated by multiple professors, client included, and 

graduate student mentor. This is because gears in the system would impart a continuous force on the load 

cell that would be nearly impossible to quantify. Avoiding the use of any gears is highly recommended in 

this system. 
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The HotWings design team was tasked with design and manufacturing an airfoil which was 

successfully completed, however, the methods used to achieve this airfoil should be avoided in the future. 

The final airfoil produced for this project was done using the Markforged Mark Two overseen by Dr. Joel 

Perry. As explained in the airfoil creation section it had to be printed in four parts. The material used to 

print the airfoil was Onyx, which is a mix of Nylon and chopped Carbon Fiber. The combination of 3D 

printing, material selection available for the printer, and printer dimension restrictions lead to the 

production of an airfoil that is less than desirable for accurate testing.  

Coming off the printer the airfoil needed to be much smoother and have a mirror finish. 

Smooth-On XTC 3D High Performance Print Coating was an epoxy purchased by the team to attempt to 

achieve a surface finish that was desirable to test with. This epoxy did not work as advertised on the onyx 

material. It is recommended to avoid 3D printing an airfoil on any university 3D printer and to avoid 

using the aforementioned epoxy on a 3D print. 

Recommendations for Future Designers 
The project goals for the first capstone series of this legacy project were broad and plentiful. The 

Hot Wings Team reached most of these goals but there is room for improvement in future years. To really 

address each recommendation it would be best to go through each objective individually. 

 
Stand 

For the stand itself the recommendations are minimal. The most crucial addition would be to have 

holes installed in the floor of the wind tunnel lab which will hold the stand in place via the mounting feet 

seen in figures 6 and 7. 

 
Airfoil 

The airfoil needs to be redesigned and manufactured using a different process. Deciding how to 

move forward with the design of a new airfoil is a project all to itself and it is the one objective that 
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HotWings could not accomplish outside of the prototype phase. More research needs to be done on 

outsourcing the current model to a machining company and getting quotes on what that would cost. 

Producing the airfoil out of a 6000 series aluminum would be ideal as this is an aircraft grade aluminum. 

The option to outsource to a 3-D printing company is an option but it would need to be able to print the 

full height and the issue with the surface finish would need to be addressed. Discussions with the future 

client of this project may determine that the NACA 0009 airfoil is not viable to get to a quality desired by 

the client. Concerning the current airfoil, the cylinder piece that connects into the stand did not print as 

expected. The Markforged can print two separate materials with one as a support material and the hope 

that adding the carbon fiber support to the connector piece to help with strength seems to have affected 

the print quality. Re-printing that bottom piece without the reinforcement might solve this problem.  In 

conclusion, the airfoil needs to be taken from the current prototype and transformed into something 

beautiful that can actually validate the lift and drag coefficients of the NACA-0009.  

Electronics and Software 
For our electronics and software, there needs to be some improvements to the hardware itself as 

well as the LabView code. First of all, there needs to be a DAQ that can take data simultaneously for both 

the load cell and the motor since currently these two sub systems are being validated independently and 

not running together at the same time on the same DAQ. After our research, we currently recommend the 

NI 6323 PCIe DAQ with an accompanying breakout board since it has two ports that a breakout board 

and the load cell could connect to. However, its capability to sample at the same time as well as its sample 

rate still need to be verified. Secondly, the wiring itself needs to be adjusted and upgraded. Since there 

will be a change in DAQ and breakout boards in the future, the wiring will change to what exact port it 

plugs into. However, it is fundamentally the same as the pulse signal wire still needs to go into a counter 

output port and so on for the other wired connections. The wires themselves need to be upgraded as well 

to longer and possibly thicker gauge wiring. For the power supply, we are currently using a variable 

power supply unit with plug in connections. Although this works, it is quite large and it could be used 
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elsewhere in the university and we purchased a more permanent switching power supply. However, this 

did not come with a connecting wire to plug into the wall. This is a fairly simple fix since all that needs to 

be purchased is an appropriate connector which can be found on any basic site such as Amazon. This 

project also lacks a dedicated data collection computer setup. Although we have acquired a cart, tower 

PC, and keyboard, we still lack a mouse and monitor. This PC has LabView downloaded but has not been 

validated with all of our system parts and will need to make sure it all works once it is all put together 

with an internet connection. Internet ethernet plug ins can be found in the fluids lab next to the sink and 

the wind tunnel test section. For the load cell, there is also possibly a cord that needs to be purchased to 

connect it to the PCIe DAQ. Dr. Durgesh said there was one for it but we could never find it so we had 

been using one that Rodrigo used for his test set up. If this is not available, one needs to be purchased for 

our system. As for the software, we were using a modification of Rodrigo’s code to get our system 

working and although it was good for validation, we recommend either starting from scratch or making 

further modifications as necessary to get the system working as intended. Further work needs to be done 

especially when it comes to reading the motor’s encoder for the angle, as well as fixing the offset issue 

with the load cells force collection. The force data can be output as a DAT file for collection, but the 

motors angle cannot currently. Making the motors angle readout able to be output as a DAT file would be 

helpful for data collection so the force data and angle reading can be shown together so the forces at 

specific angles can be read much easier. Additionally, Rodrigo had some code for finding zero angle of 

attack but our team never reached this part. His recommendation was to do that part from scratch for more 

optimal results but the code is available for reference. All recommended products can be found in 

Appendix D as well as the file path for LabView codes.  
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Appendix A 
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Appendix B 
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Appendix B-a 
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Appendix C 
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https://www.ati-ia.com/products/ft/ft_models.aspx?id=Gamma  (Link to ATI SI-130-10 Load Cell 
for further spec sheets and documentation) 
 
 
 

 
https://www.automationtechnologiesinc.com/products-page/hybrid-servo-system/nema-34-hybri
d-servo-motor-kl34-8n-1000-rated-torque-1128-oz-in/  ( Link to NEMA 34 Motor and KL-8082H 
Driver product page with further documentation and spec sheets at the bottom of the product page)  
 
 
 

 
 

Appendix D 
 

 

https://www.ati-ia.com/products/ft/ft_models.aspx?id=Gamma
https://www.automationtechnologiesinc.com/products-page/hybrid-servo-system/nema-34-hybrid-servo-motor-kl34-8n-1000-rated-torque-1128-oz-in/
https://www.automationtechnologiesinc.com/products-page/hybrid-servo-system/nema-34-hybrid-servo-motor-kl34-8n-1000-rated-torque-1128-oz-in/
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File Path for documentation and codes 
On the shared drive, Shared/Engineering/SeniorDesign/-Senior Design/2019 Summer & Fall/Hot Wings - 
Capstone/ 
 
Link to PCI 6323 recommended new DAQ 
http://www.ni.com/sic/configurator/configure.action?sfId=NI&wcs_l=en-us&wcs_k=multifunction-io-de
vice&wcs_s=23287 
 
Link to Power Supply Cable 
https://www.amazon.com/Pinfox-Replacement-Pigtail-Universal-Appliance/dp/B07QYRMD6D/ref=sr_1
_22_sspa?keywords=power+supply+cable&qid=1576206443&sr=8-22-spons&psc=1&spLa=ZW5jcnlwd
GVkUXVhbGlmaWVyPUExOFFPWk1YUk0zQlJPJmVuY3J5cHRlZElkPUEwOTUyNjY4MlU4N1pD
UERIREtTJmVuY3J5cHRlZEFkSWQ9QTAzMTEwNDExVTRMWFJBUVZQT1FUJndpZGdldE5hbW
U9c3BfYnRmJmFjdGlvbj1jbGlja1JlZGlyZWN0JmRvTm90TG9nQ2xpY2s9dHJ1ZQ== 
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Good technical document for calculating drag forces, includes lots of equations that may 
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rfoils.pdf 

Technical document using two load cells to calculate lift, grad, and pitching moment for 
an airfoil 
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&ved=2ahUKEwjI
mu6p0YXjAhUhiFQKHaZtCH0QFjAAegQIAhAC&url=http%3A%2F%2Fuser.engineering.ui
owa.edu%2F~fluids%2Fposting%2FHome%2FEFD%2FEFD_Lab3%2FLab3-Exercise_Note
_old.doc&usg=AOvVaw1-VcrqqoJ59yXuvc8MO4Wx 

(Downloadable Windows Doc). using two load cells in a horizontal orientation to find lift 
and drag forces.  

http://www.sjsu.edu/people/nikos.mourtos/docs/Blackwell.S11.pdf 

Research paper with some information about airfoil orientation 

https://www.automationtechnologiesinc.com/products-page/hybrid-servo-system/nema-34-hybrid-s
ervo-motor-kl34-8n-1000-rated-torque-1128-oz-in/ 

Link to motor/driver product page. Spec sheets can be found at the bottom of the page and includes 
a video of it being wired up to an acorn controller(not exact for our project but helps show how it 
would be wired to a similar controller) 
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